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Description
The primitive search, which is loaded via
"Search" CType contains a cObject called
"SEARCHRESULTS". The search is based on
a form based on FORM (old functionality already
moved to compatibility6), is moved to
compatibility6.
The following parts are moved:
- New Content Element Wizard
- cObject SEARCHRESULTS
- TypoScript from CSS Styled Content
- The TCA configuration
Due to the limited possibility to
add a CType (select item in general)
at a specific position (e.g. as first item
of an item group divided with --div--),
the patch also provides compatibility
for EXT:felogin and EXT:form by doing
TCA overrides for the CType element.
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #64716: indexed search broken after moving "Searc...

Closed

2015-02-01

Associated revisions
Revision 2136c54a - 2015-01-31 19:12 - Benni Mack
[!!!][TASK] Move legacy "search" CType to compatibility6
The primitive search, which is loaded via
"Search" CType contains a cObject called
"SEARCHRESULTS". The search is based on
a form based on FORM (old functionality already
moved to compatibility6), is moved to
compatibility6.
The following parts are moved:
- New Content Element Wizard
- cObject SEARCHRESULTS
- TypoScript from CSS Styled Content
- The TCA configuration
Due to the limited possibility to
add a CType (select item in general)
at a specific position (e.g. as first item
of an item group divided with --div--),
the patch also provides compatibility
for EXT:felogin and EXT:form by doing
TCA overrides for the CType element.
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This also fixes some sideffects that came
with the previous patches for "mailform".
Releases: master
Resolves: #64696
Change-Id: I722e3bd7d3b7fad7d198e61d8ad1abde4dfdba2b
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/36526
Reviewed-by: Jan Helke <typo3@helke.de>
Tested-by: Jan Helke <typo3@helke.de>
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Revision 6f623854 - 2015-01-31 19:25 - Stephan Großberndt
[FOLLOWUP] Move legacy "search" CType to compatibility6
Fix use statement and call to log deprecation.
Releases: master
Resolves: #64696
Change-Id: I8c41afaced3dd650c31b2083451c0b395fae2bdc
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/36539
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>

History
#1 - 2015-01-31 17:25 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/36526
#2 - 2015-01-31 17:45 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/36526
#3 - 2015-01-31 19:24 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/36539
#4 - 2015-01-31 19:30 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 2136c54ab50f1cf6ff9d9791c94fdb84e65beea5.
#5 - 2016-01-08 11:16 - Anja Leichsenring
- Sprint Focus deleted (On Location Sprint)
#6 - 2017-10-19 21:03 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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